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ABSTRACT

The Independent Study entitled “The Reform of Education According to Buddhist  

Principles” has an objective to analyze the Reform of Education according to  “The Eightfold 

Path” in Buddhism. Its methodology is the documentary research in collecting the main data  

from Tripitaka, the commentaries  and academic works such as  thesis, research, article and the 

others act of providing knowledge  concerned with Buddhism and education. After that, the 

mentioned data was analyzed by content - analysis  and presented   by the descriptive method. 

The result of the study, it is found that Buddhism is the root of Education in Thailand 

for a long time.   In the Reform of Education according to “The Eightfold Path” in Buddhism,  the 

centre of knowledge is based on “spiritual” and the started point of learning is from 

“Sammãditthi” which is  the most important,  because  the Right View is the chief of all the 

Eightfold Path.  It  shall also provide the “Sammãsamãdhi” i.e., the Concentration from the mind 

of open eye, that is used in the daily life practice, learning, and perform everything. By the 

support of  Right Concentration it shall bring about the “7 moral principles” to the practitioners. 

When the practitioners have well cultivated in those virtues, they should be confered the degree of 

Buddhism as “The Noble One” which is regarded as the most important than everything. The 

Reform of Education according to Buddhist  Principles has to be applied in order to improve 

ordinary human being to be the perfect one. Finally, Buddhist principles should be brought into 



the fundamental program of training, education, establishing the attitude and thought leading to 

the  “Right View”.  By the guidance of Right View, human beings  can control themselves to the 

right way, which means “the ethic regulates knowledge”.  I do hope, with right virtuous –

knowledge,  all problems in the world can be absolutely solved.


